Pre-filled Templates for FedRAMP
Overview
MindPoint Group’s pre-filled templates for FedRAMP, provide

Benefits

customers with the easiest route to FedRAMP compliance. We’re

 ave hundreds of hours. What information do you need
| S
to collect and submit for your accreditation? Our pre-

offering a subscription to updated FedRAMP templates that give

built templates layout all the information you need while

you teams the information they need to be successful in your

informing you of any gaps in your existing processes and

compliance journey.

procedures.

Features
 omprehensive. The templates are pre-filled with Policy
| C
and Procedures that meet the NIST 800-53 controls for
a FedRAMP Moderate. The template library consists of
roughly 40 documents each, around of 2-10 pages in
length. The customizable areas are clearly marked so you
can tailor to the specifics of your organization and system.
 xpertly written. The MindPoint Group team has delivered
| E
hundreds of FedRAMP assessments and audits with
excellent success. In fact, our team is the only FedRAMP
3PAO ever to have passed our audit with zero findings.

 et answers you need with expert helpdesk access. Our
| G
FedRAMP experts will help eliminate confusion by providing
direction, advice, and minor documentation reviews as you
work through the templates.
 tay informed. Our goal is to increase our
| S
transparency and accessibility to the FedRAMP
process for our customers. With your subscription, we
provide template updates as the FedRAMP Program
Management Office (PMO) updates requirements.

Support

It’s this expertise that we deliver in our templates and the

Our FedRAMP experts are ready to provide your team with the

ongoing support.

support they need to achieve your FedRAMP goals.

 onvenient format. Our templates are provided in a
| C
combination of industry-standard Microsoft Word and
Microsoft Excel formats.
 xpertly supported. Few organizations will succeed with a
| E
FedRAMP ATO completely on their own. MindPoint Group
is here to help. A template subscription includes access to
our team of experts to answer your questions about how
to best use the documents and possible advice on best
practices, tool selection, and control implementation. Don’t
go at this alone! deliver in our templates and the ongoing
support.
 igital delivery. We deliver the documents digitally. Click,
| D
pay, download, and you’re ready to get started.
 re-filled for FedRAMP Moderate. FedRAMP Li-SaaS,
| P
Low, and High are all coming soon.

 echnical assistance. We will answer
| T
specific formatting and template-use questions.
 edRAMP question and answer. We’re well-versed on
| F
the expectations of the FedRAMP PMO, and we’re here to
answer template content questions.
 emplate updates. As the FedRAMP PMO makes
| T
standards changes and updates, we will make sure
you’re up-to-date on all new requirements.
 dvice on tool selection. Advice on tool selection. Need
| A
guidance on your technology choices? We’ll recommend
tools and technology to meet the required controls.
 ontrol implementation technical assistance.
| C
MindPoint Group’s support will provide technical advice
and direction for the best control implementation for your
organization.

LEARN MORE www.mindpointgroup.com/products/prefilled-templates-for-fedramp/

